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Guitar Mikey & The Real Thing Out of the Box (Earwig Records)  

April, 2012 Dave Rubin - 2005 KBA winner in journalism  

With megawatts of pure blues energy to burn, it is a wonder that Michael "Guitar Mikey" 

McMillan took decades to move to "blues central" in Clarksdale, Mississippi in 2006. 

Nonetheless, the Canadian singer, songwriter and multi-instrumental dynamo clearly found a 

home in the Delta. His third album literally explodes "out of" and "outside" the "box" with 15 

hard hitting, original compositions while containing a gleaming array of guest artists, including 

harp blower extraordinaire Billy Gibson and keyboard wizard Mark Yacovone.  

 

The audacious "Back to You" shows classic Zeppelin influence as Mikey slides fluidly on top of 

his urgent mandolin and banjo intro before the band powers into a rousing anthem of love. 

The thumping shuffle of "That's No Way" crunches via a nasty, driving riff while showcasing his 

chesty tenor and striking turn of a phrase with "…you say what's your name and I say what's 

your game…what's your pain?" His lauded virtuosic slide work is revealed on the jumping Delta vamp of "Blues Attack," as is his fretting 

that makes his axe talk and squawk as Gibson brutally overdrives the reeds of his harp and both propel the momentum inexorably 

forward. "It's a Sin" presents a raucous, funky N'Awlins groove featuring Yacovone pounding the 88s, Gibson busting a gut and Mikey 

throwing "snakes" with his slippery slider. Slowing the tempo to a sensuous slow drag, Mikey pays masterful lyrical and instrumental 

tribute to Robert Johnson with "It's Goin' Down," stretching his sinewy vocal chops to an appropriate falsetto and also playing expert 

mandolin and bass.  

 

The easy grooving Gulf Coast R&B of "Livin' in the Big Time" has Mikey confessing a tale of romantic woe in the most soulful of dulcet 

tones, while doing a fine imitation of pedal steel guitar. On the snappy Chicago shuffle "Blues Head" he cops to being a,"…no good blues 

head, she may be right, she kicked me from my bed," while Nellie "Tiger" Travis slyly sings the part of the disgruntled lover with Super 

Chikan helping Mikey argue his point of view. "The Bigger Fool" is an aching slow weeper reminiscent of Mikey's original inspiration, 

Muddy Waters, and spotlighting former "Mud" sideman Steady Rollin' Bob Margolin buzzing like a "Honeybee" on slide. The sassy shuffle 

"Need $100" recalls Axis: Bold As Love with Mikey, Gibson and Yacovone on organ in a cornucopia of harmony and melody. "Freedom 

Road" is a worthy contribution to the world of road songs with Mikey intoning, "Too many nights, an unbalanced equation, that long 

white line looks like my only salvation," while "spanking the plank" with a squealing solo.  

 

Clanging a riff like the hammers of Hades on "Who Is She," Mikey and organist Peter Nunn blast the bruising rocker into orbit. If the 

female object in question is as hot as the music on "Heart Shakin' Mama," someone better call an ambulance! "She Needs Time" vividly 

proves how Mikey absorbs his influences and makes them his own as he and backup singer Nellie "Tiger" Travis duet on the scalding 

country blues stomp. "When Leo Starts to Growlin'" is funky old soul featuring the honking Hammerhead Horns and Alphonso Sanders on 

tenor sax to bolster the boasting lyrics regarding, "When the lion roars, it's like a hand grenade." The stunning minor key, big bore blues-

rock of "Out of the Box" closes the set with Mikey at his most passionate vocally and instrumentally.  

 

Guitar Mikey has the heart of the "King of the Jungle" as he rules his blues with the wisdom to honor the tradition and the courage to 

pounce on a fresh idea. The spectacular results are deeply profound with lyrical insights, while still rocking with unbridled exuberance. 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 

www.musicnewsnashville.com/guitar-mikey-the-real-thing-out-of-the-box 
 

Guitar Mikey & The Real Thing – Out Of The Box 
Posted on July 3, 2012 by ChuckDauphin 

by Chuck Dauphin 

Ontario-born Mike McMillian has loved the blues for a long time. That 

comes across in many of the tracks on this disc. As a vocalist, writer, and an 

instrumentalist, he makes it sound so easy on this disc. 

There are a variety of styles involved here, from the Rock & Roll of “That’s 

No Way,” as well as the straight-up roadhouse sound of “Blues Attack.” He 

opts for a laid back approach on “It’s Goin’ Down,” as well as effective 

modern day boogie of “Freedom Road.” 

In addition to the lyrics and the vocals, the instrumentation is very 

impressive, as well. Marty Richards nails the drum beat on “It’s A Sin,” 

while David Maxwell provides the tingle on the keyboard throughout – but 

especially on “The Bigger Fool.” However, you could listen to any cut here, and hear crisp lyrics and innovative musicianship. And, 

that’s a good thing. A good thing, indeed. For more information, log on to www.GuitarMikey.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



THE VIEW Guitar Mikey  June 7, 2012  by Ric Taylor 

 

Guitar Mikey has been making music for thirty plus years but it all began in Hamilton 

before he was even a teenager. He returns to his old hometown with his first studio 

album in two decades, Out Of The Box, and plays as part of this weekend's tenth 

anniversary Blues With A Feeling tribute to Hamilton blues legend Richard ‘King Biscuit 

Boy' Newell.  

 

"The last studio album I did was with A&M in 1990 so it's been quite a while," muses 

Guitar Mikey McMillan on his time away from recording and the road relocating from 

Hamilton to Mississippi. "I didn't really work hard enough to find another record 

company after I left A&M. I was focusing on playing live, which was the initial reason I 

moved to Chicago, had some other business opportunities in New England. Didn't like it 

so much so I moved to Clarksdale where it's a little more rural and a little more personal, 

personable and friendly. Clarksdale is the home of the legendary ‘Crossroads' [made 

famous in many a blues set]. There's a lot of history in this vicinity and Clarksdale is the 

centre of it. Now, I live five minutes from where Muddy Waters grew up."  

 

Twelve years in the making, Guitar Mikey and the Real Thing return to form with his latest CD inspired perhaps as much by his 

recent locale so steeped in blues history as his own history growing up in Hamilton so similarly steeped in the blues. We 

reminisce about McMillan venturing forth thirty-five years ago at eleven years old to see his idol Waters play at Hamilton place.  

 

"I still have that autographed program hanging in my studio," smiles McMillan. I don't' know what made me do that, I just 

thought, ‘I want to meet him, why not go backstage and do it?'  

 

It was that gumption and a raw talent that showed itself at a young age that made a big name for Guitar Mikey around 

Hamilton. At sixteen, McMillan started the Steel City Blues Band and would perhaps get to meet an even more influential blues 

legend. "I was sixteen and backstage for an after party at the Festival of Friends main stage," recalls McMillan. "Long John 

Baldry and Richard were jamming backstage and I was just listening. Richard had heard about me I guess and started talking 

with me. I connected with Richard and we became really good friends. It'd probably be a year before I started playing with him. 

He started playing with me as a member of the Steel City Blues Band but when his Mouth Of Steel album came out, that band 

became his band.  

 

"Richard was my mentor and just about everyone I know from the area's mentor," he adds. "John Lewis, Jack de Keyzer and all 

of those guys owe a lot to Richard. My fondest memories of Richard are just he and I hanging out, listening to records and 

laughing a lot. We had some really good times playing; we had some not so good times. It was really an experience. It was 

amazing the wealth of knowledge he had about music. It was always great to go into his record library and see where he'd 

scratched out a musician's name and wrote someone else's name in place because he knew that the credits were wrong.  

 

"Richard taught me a lot about playing guitar but he probably taught me more about singing," continues McMillan. "When I first 

started singing, my approach was more like Johnny Winter and do that growling kind of singing which was fine for Johnny. I 

really needed to find my own voice and Richard taught me to do that. He taught me some good philosophies on singing and 

introduced me to a lot of singers that influenced me to find my own style."  

 

Guitar Mikey's style is what makes his newest collection of songs, Out Of The Box, so special. Not confined to anyone type of 

blues, McMillan is able to make whichever direction he takes, just seem so right. He's been a natural from the beginning, and 

with the tutelage of Newell and many more, Guitar Mikey has become a legend in his own right. While it's been 35 years since 

he last saw Muddy Waters at Hamilton Place, his own return to those hallowed performing halls was a resounding success and 

perhaps it gave Guitar Mikey a chance to think about what he's missed in his old hometown.  

"I'm thrilled to be playing the tenth anniversary of BWAF," smiles McMillan. "It's a significant milestone for the event. I did play 

the first one but, well maybe I've played twice but it has been a while. I'm especially thrilled about this one because Billy Gibson 



who is one of the premier harp players in the world today, who played a significant role in making this album what it is, he's 

also coming up to pay tribute to Richard, which is awesome for me. There is a certain authority and maturity that Billy and 

Richard have and of all the harp players I've played with, and there are a lot of then, he and Richard are the top two.  

 

"We did our record release at Hamilton Place back in April and that was an incredible experience," adds McMillan on his 

hometown return.  

 

"I was excited about playing Hamilton because it would be ten years since I've played Hamilton. It was a magical night because 

I really felt the support of Hamilton like I never had in my life. It made me think that I ought to start doing this more often. This 

BWAF show for Richard is almost like an encore to that show for us. We're very jazzed about coming up and why we're coming 

up is just the icing on the cake. At this juncture, I've decided to make an annual appearance in Hamilton, whether it works out 

tour-wise or not, I'm just going to get there to revisit my alma mater and let everyone know in Hamilton how much I appreciate 

what they've done for me and how much I appreciate coming back and performing for them." V  

 

Guitar Mikey plays this Saturday June 9 at the Leander Boat Club with Steve Strongman, Shrimp Daddy and Ronnie Copple. 
 

 

From Hamilton to Clarksdale and back  
The Spec - April, 2012  

By Graham Rockingham  
 

Guitar Mikey in action Guitar Mikey will take part in a live video concert/video at The Spectator Thursday prior to his release concert 

Saturday. Special to The Hamilton Spectator  

 

Many people consider Clarksdale, Mississippi, the home of the blues - the place where legendary blues pioneer Robert Johnson 

supposedly sold his soul to the devil in exchange for mastery over his guitar.  

 

Now, Clarksdale is also home to Hamilton's Guitar Mikey.  

 

"We're pretty happy in Clarksdale," says Mikey, a.k.a. Mike McMillan. "It's the friendliest place I've ever been on the planet. That's what 

inspired us to move there after taking a musical history tour."  

 

The "musical history tour" Mikey is talking about is a three-week visit he and his wife Pamela made to the Mississippi delta town in 2003. 

But, in truth, Mikey's musical journey started back in the late '70s when he was growing up on Hamilton's East Mountain. He had a 

couple of rock bands while still a student at Barton Secondary School and even won a citywide battle of the bands.  

 

But Mikey's musical education didn't really start until 1980 when he met Richard Newell, the great Hamilton blues artist known as King 

Biscuit Boy.  

 

"Just after I won that band competition, I got booked into the Festival of Friends," Mikey explains. "I met Richard backstage where he 

was jamming with Long John Baldry. We started talking and, about a year later, we started playing together. I was about 17 or 18 when 

we started playing together. Richard joined my band, The Steel City Blues Band."  

 

Mikey tapped into Newell's vast knowledge of the blues and gained access to his formidable record collection. Mikey became a blues 

fanatic and a very good guitarist in the process. In the mid-'80s, King Biscuit Boy resumed recording solo while Mikey put together a new 

band he called The Real Thing.  

 

The band played a regular Sunday night gig for about eight years at the Gown & Gavel in Hess Village. His reputation grew and his 

residency became a regular stop for travelling blues musicians. Mississippi harmonica player Carey Bell sat in, as did Memphis guitar 

slinger Luther Tucker and Phil Guy, brother of the great Buddy Guy.  

 

His thirst for authentic blues lured Mikey to Chicago where he lived for four years, starting in 1997. His music career, however, got 

sidetracked by a computer software business he had developed. He spent another six years in Boston before making the decision to 

move to the deep south, the place where it all started for Robert Johnson.  

 

King Biscuit Boy's tutelage paid off handsomely in Clarksdale. The locals were impressed with both his talent and his knowledge. Mikey 



soon found himself hosting the popular Thursday night jam sessions at Ground Zero Blues Club, a popular destination for blues tourists 

from around the world (Academy Award winner Morgan Freeman is a co-owner).  

 

"People (in Clarksdale) were telling me that I was raising the bar there musically," Mikey says.  

 

He became a regular at blues festivals, including Clarksdale's Juke Joint Festival, meeting southern musicians such as harmonica player 

Billy Gibson and former Muddy Waters guitarist Bob (Steady Rollin') Margolin, as well as catching the eye of Chicago-based blues label 

Earwig Music.  

 

Earwig signed the Hamilton-born guitarist and is releasing a new CD by Guitar Mikey And The Real Thing on April 17. The CD is called Out 

Of The Box and contains 15 original tracks, written by Mikey (nine are cowritten with veteran Hamilton bassist Doug Carter, who was 

with Newell at the outset of the harpist's career).  

 

The album spans a wide array of blues styles from acoustic country blues to hard-driving blues rock and features musicians from both 

Ontario (Peter Nunn, keyboardist of Honeymoon Suite) and the U.S. (Margolin, Gibson and Mark Yaccavone on piano). It's a superbly 

produced album, recorded in Clarksdale, that will be appreciated by blues fans on both sides of the border.  

 

On Saturday, April 7, Guitar Mikey is bringing his Real Thing band to Hamilton for a hometown preview of the new album. Expect a few 

special guests to join The Real Thing onstage at the Molson Canadian Studio at Hamilton Place.  

 

Guitar Mikey will also visit The Hamilton Spectator newsroom to perform a special live webcast on Wednesday, April 4, at 7:30 p.m.  

 

Guitar Mikey and The Real Thing 

What: CD release concert for Out Of The Box 

When: Saturday, April 7, 8 p.m. 

Where: Molson Canadian Studio at Hamilton Place 

Tickets: $15, plus service fees at Copps Coliseum box office, Ticketmaster.ca or by phone at 1-855-5000 

Website: guitarmikey.com 

 

Guitar Mikey at thespec.com 

What: A live video concert/interview featuring Guitar Mikey and hosted by Hamilton Spectator music editor Graham Rockingham 

When: Wednesdsay, April 4, 7:30 p. m.  

Where: thespec.com 

 

 

Guitar Mikey & The Real Thing Out of the Box - Earwig  

Toronto Blues Society - March, 2012  

By John Valentyn  

 

It's been a while since we've heard the name of this Hamilton native. He released a CD here and played with King Biscuit Boy 

but decided to pursue his career in the USA. After stints in Chicago & Boston, he now resides in Clarksdale MS. Mike 

McMillan has made some very useful contacts in that time. One of them was Michael Frank of Earwig Music, who's now 

signed his second Canadian bluesman (BC's Les Copeland is the other). Over the last couple of years, he's been recording this 

new album in Clarksdale and calling on some other new friends: Bob Margolin & harp ace Billy Gibson as well as fellow 

Hamiltonian Donna Panchezak. His time here showed a heavily electric Guitar Mikey, but this disc of originals is a well-

conceived blend of acoustic and electric. The opener, "Back To You", is an excellent example, with mandolin, banjo and 

acoustic slide and even some crickets. The full band with the Hammerhead Horns takes it to the climax. Mikey has, for all his 

travelling, kept in touch with his Hamilton band members: Peter Nunn is on keys here along with long time member 

keyboard player Mark Yacovone. "That's No Way" is probably closer to what we'll see live next month with powerful electric 

guitar and prominent organ. "Blues Attack" features Memphis harp man Billy Gibson to good effect along with a duet vocal 

from old friend from Chicago, Nellie "Tiger" Travis. Mikey's bio talks about many occasions on stage with Travis at the 

Kingston Mines and she helps out on several other songs here. Mikey's slide solo is a treat. A recently divorced man has even 

more woman trouble, a keeper for sure. "It's Goin' Down" re-purposes Robert Johnson for acoustic change of pace, with 

Mikey on exquisite slide. "The Bigger Fool" takes us to Chicago & Muddy Waters. Bob Margolin is on slide, David Maxwell 

on piano and Gibson on harp. Mikey's lyrics are a treat. "When Leo Starts To Growlin'" is a lengthy big band funk workout on 

the theme of don't make me lose my temper - another highlight in an album full of them. The closer provides the title as well 



being the most ambitious composition here. For a blues album, a French chanson theme, complete with accordion, a string 

section as well as the horns really does take it out of the box. I suspect its live electric band version may sound a little 

different. The homecoming CD release is at Hamilton Place on April 7 and TBS members get a discount, just call the office. 

 

 

Guitar Mikey Blows Blues Tradition Out Of The Box  

Clarksdale Press Register - Feb 22, 2012  

By Jesse Wright  
 

In his biography of Skip James, Stephen Calt notes that a lot of early blues musicians would sing about sadness, about losing women and 

money, but musically the songs were meant to be entertaining, meant to accompany dancing, and pack clubs tight. Guitar Mikey-AKA 

Mike McMillan, the Canadian-born blues musician now living in Clarksdale-keeps that tradition alive with his new album "Out of the 

Box."  

 

The album - his first studio album in almost 20 years and his first studio album in Clarksdale-represents a different direction, musically, 

from most blues around here. It's different from a lot of blues anywhere. The first track, "Back to You," is a raucous fusion of organ, over-

driven guitar tone, slide guitar, drums and mandolin and country lamentation of lost love. Even so, it's hard to keep from tapping your 

foot along to the rocking 4/4 beat.  

 

The attempt to straddle tradition with expansion is a constant balancing act throughout the album. One of the more traditional songs, 

"The Bigger Fool," is McMillan's tribute to Chicago Blues. McMillan knows Chicago blues; he met Muddy Waters when he was 11; he 

lived in Chicago for four years after he left his hometown of Hamilton, Ontario in 1997. Even so, "The Bigger Fool" is his first attempt to 

replicate the sound and, he said, it didn't come easy.  

 

"That was the most difficult song for me to write on the entire album," he said. "How do you write a Muddy Waters Chicago Blues song 

as make it sound official?"  

 

In other words, how can you go back in time and do what's already been done by people who did it better than anybody else, before or 

since?  

 

You can't, really. Which is probably why Guitar Mikey is not a Chicago Blues musician, which is why his songs are filled with so many 

iconoclastic flourishes-a tango tempo here, some over-driven tone there.  

 

"How can you keep writing the same construct over and over and expect it to sound fresh and new," he said. "It's just been done, and it's 

been done so well, how can you do it again?"  

 

McMillan is trying instead to relaunch his blues career.  

 

In 1990 McMillan released his first major studio album, "Caught Between the Squeeze," with A&M Records. This was supposed to be the 

first album in a seven year contract and it should have been the first stop along a lengthy and successful career path. But with 

management problems and other disagreements, McMillan left the label and never made another record for them. He said that part of 

the problem was, people didn't know what to do with him. Was he rock? Was he blues? He's always been a bit of both, and he said that's 

been a problem-or at least it was.  

 

"The working title of "Out of the Box" was "File Under Blues, File Under Rock," he said, laughing. Of course, with fewer record stores to 

file with, perhaps the limiting filing categories will be less of a problem, and, anyway, live audiences seem to like what he has to offer, 

even in Clarksdale.  

 

"My impression is that both the tourists and the locals love the variety of the music that I put in the show," he said. The album's revised 

title, "Out of the Box," refers to that variety.  

 

"My hope is that I can be farther out of the box, but still retain a blues sensibility," he said.  

 

Every year he plays an annual Elvis birthday tribute concert (he's a big fan of rockabilly and Ronnie "the Hawk" Hawkins once considered 

hiring McMillan as a member of Hawkins' own band). "I like the Elvis shows," he said. "I get to play material I don't get to play very often. 

This year, toward the end of the night, as things got a little loser, I played some Hendrix songs and people went wild."  

 

There's no Elvis on this album (there was on his first) or Hendrix, and in fact there're no covers at all. As it is, his original material is varied 



enough, including the eponymous "Out of the Box," a tango that surprised even him.  

 

"Who'd've thought I'd write a tango? I didn't think I'd ever write a tango," he said. But from a guitarist who says sites his influences as 

Scrapper Blackwell and Deep Purple, a tango isn't such a surprise. The album, which is out on Earwig Music, is due out in April and 

McMillan said he will have an album launch party at his Juke Joint Festival show. That show will be at Hicks BBQ, 30 South State Street, 

April 14. Hicks is a special place for McMillan, as that was the first Juke Joint show he ever played featuring Billy Gibson. It was there he 

met Michael Frank (the owner of Earwig).  

 

For the remainder of this year, and for most of next year, McMillan said he expects to be touring the new album, across the U.S., Canada 

and Europe. McMillan said he is excited and hopeful.  

 

"It's all very exciting," he said. "I kind of feel like my papers might be in order to break out. I don't feel like I've ever broken out, and I feel 

like more musicians know who I am than fans."  

 

He also expects to become a naturalized citizen this year. In a journey that's taken him from Canada to the Mississippi Delta, by way of 

Chicago and Boston, McMillan said he's happy to make Clarksdale his permanent base of operations. Clarksdale is a small place, 

compared to his Canadian hometown with more than half a million people, but McMillan said he's only got one complaint.  

 

"I haven't slowed down as much as I'd hoped to," he said. "I still have it programmed in me, that big city mentality. I'm a bit better, but 

living in Clarksdale hasn't had as big of an impact as I'd hoped." 

  



 

 

Sunday, May 9, 2010 61 Review 

Guitar Mikey honors mentor Muddy Waters 

 
Guitar Mikey is invited to assist Chris Overton unveil the Walk of Fame 

Marker Ceremony honoring Muddy Waters at the Clarksdale Station Train 

Depot. 

 
Bill Morganfield, Guitar Mikey and Mud Morganfield in the Muddy Hut at 

the Detla Blues Museum. 

 

  



 

Sunday, January 10, 2010 The Clarksdale Blues-Star 

Guitar Mikey pays tribute to the King 

By Sam Styers 

 

Canada native and Clarksdale resident 

Mikey “Guitar Mikey” McMillan 

performed with his band, The Real 

Thing, Friday night at Ground Zero to 

celebrate the 75th birthday of rock-n-

roll legend Elvis Presley. 

 

The King has had a strong influence 

on Guitar Mikey’s musical 

development, and he performed some 

of his favorite Elvis selections Friday 

night as well as some of his own 

interpretations and original music as 

well as a few traditional blues covers. 

 

Guitar Mikey coaxes sound from his 

instrument with a combination of 

delicate precision, intense emotion and 

steely concentration; the image of him 

playing evokes a feeling of 

summoning, as if through his music he 

brings the spirits of the musicians that 

he loves to the forefront, revealing his 

own soul in the process. 

 

Though he started playing guitar at 

seven years old, Guitar Mikey got 

serious about the instrument at 10 and 

hasn’t looked back since, making 

headway in the blues scene over the 

years, called “one of the best slide 

guitar players I’ve ever seen by blues 

vocalist Paul Butterfield. 

 

I knew when I was about five years 

old that I was going to be doing 

music”, said Mikey.  “I started 

recording myself when I was six, 

singing Trini Lopez and I just knew 

that music was going to be it for me.” 

 

Mikey and Pamela McMillan, his 

wife, moved to Clarksdale over three 

years ago, coming from southern 

Ontario by way of Boston. 

 

“I moved to Chicago for the music, 

and an opportunity came up outside of 

the music business and I moved to 

Boston for six years,” recalled Mikey 

“Then Mark Yacovone my 

keyboardist and I met in Boston.  We 

came down as tourists to Clarksdale 

with our wives, because of the blues 

history, and we just fell in love with 

the people and the way of life and this 

pace and the sanity of it all.  We just 

couldn’t wait to leave Boston. 

 

Mikey has put out three albums, and is 

working on a fourth. 

 

“I did my first independent album 

which came out in 1988,” said Mikey. 

“In 1990, I put out an album with 

A&M records called “Caught Between 

the Squeeze”, and I didn’t put out 

another record until 2007, and that 

was a live Ground Zero gig. 

 

I’m happy to say I’m active in the 

studio right now.  I will have a record 

complete this year. I’ve been very 

focused; I’ve re-teamed up with a guy 

I used to write with back in Canada in 

the ‘80’s Doug Carter who used to 

work with King Biscuit Boy back in 

the ‘60’s. 

 

Carter played the blues scene in 

Ontario from 1962 until the mid-

1990’s and is a talented visual artist. 

 

“I’m happy to be writing with him 

again.  We’ve got some very unique 

sounds; we’re breaking new ground 

with blues-based music. It’s not going 

to be a hardcore blues record – 

there’re songs on there that I can’t 

even tell you what kind of music it is, 

but it’s still very blues-based.  I’m a 

blues guitar player and I always will 

be, but there’re other influences 

outside the blues world.” 

 

Many of his early influence came 

from his parents, who were avid jazz 

fans and took Mikey to a plethora of 

live music events. 

 

I was just surrounded by jazz, all the 

time. I was more lured into blues 

because it was more primitive, more 

guttural, kind of the rock-n-roll 

rebellion to jazz I remember my 

parents taking me to concerts, to see 

Joe Williams and Count Basie and 

Ray Charles, and I’ve been very lucky 

to be exposed to a lot of great music in 

my lifetime.” 

 

Guitar Mikey’s combination of  

traditional blues influences, an early 

exposition to jazz and live 

performance, and his desire to push 

the blues forward as a genre makes 

him not only a fantastic performer, but 

one of the most interesting musicians 

in Clarksdale. 

 

“As far as traditional blues goes, it’s 

all been done, so I think it really 

serves the music to try and take it 

somewhere else. Blues is the roots and 

everything else is the fruits – Willie 

Dixon said that.  I like to say that 

blues is a language and everything 

else is a dialect”, finished Mikey.



 

 

THE HAMILTON SPECTATOR - January 2008  - Jeff Mahoney 

 

JAM ZERO 1 

61 RECORDS  - GUITAR MIKEY 

 

Guitar Mikey, a.k.a. Mike McMillan, is a Hamilton guy who was wowing them from an early age. He went to a Muddy Waters 

concert at age 11, and when his dad came to pick him up afterward, Mikey was back stage, talking to the great man himself. He has 

been playing in working bands since age 12. Guitar Mikey helped form the Steel City Blues Band in 1980, and that year it won first 

place, in a field of 50 bands, at the UNICEF telethon. Shortly after, the band would welcome new member King Biscuit Boy, no less. 

In the '90s Mikey moved to the U.S. and has lived in Chicago, New England and now Clarksdale, Miss., where, blues legend has it, 

Robert Johnson sold his soul to the devil in return for the key to the blues. It's also Waters' hometown. 

It takes stones to put your instrument before your first name and make it legal, like if I called myself Musical Taste Jeffy. You hear 

two bars of Mikey's live record from the crossroads, and you know the man's papers are in order; his axe is whetstoned and his chops 

just chop right through you. This is some of the most justified, jumped-up live blues I've heard in awhile. The band is tight, the singing 

strong (great guest spot by Nellie "Tiger" Travis) and if you love five-alarm blues guitar, this is for you. It's full of classics -- Little 

Red Rooster, Hoochie Coochie Man -- and Mikey and band leave their unique fingerprints on them. Available at CDBaby.com and 

Amazon.com. 



 

 



 














